 The best conditions for obtaining residence permit for the whole
family on “Golden visa” program in Europe
 The lowest crime rate among the EU beach resorts
 Absence of language barrier due to the ever-growing use of English
and Russian
 The sunniest weather in Europe with 320 days of sunshine per year
 One of the cleanest seas in the world: 428 beaches were awarded
with the Blue Flag
 Development rules which guarantee that high-rise block will not be
constructed near your villa and picturesque view will not be hidden
 Cost of living is 20% lower than in other European countries
 Greek rules for pets entry are one of the most tolerant in the
European Union
 Greek transport infrastructure is considered to be the best one in
Europe
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The most efficient and tolerant banking system in Europe
Easy opening and control of banking accounts
Stable economic growth
One of the highest rental rates of return and return on a real estate investment in the EU
High demand for rental property among the Europeans (Greek tourism market grows by 10-15% per year)
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DURATION OF RESORT
SEASON
8 months

COAST
FEATURES

BUILDING
DENSITY

In majority of villages
the coast is protected
by the bays providing
absence of high
waves and storms

Resort
communities with
low building density

BUILDING
HEIGHT
Low-rise development in
resort communities
(mainly villas and small
hotels)

CRETE
6 months

ENVIRONMENT

The tourists and owners of the
villas are mostly Europeans
Prices of villas in Crete are
higher, there are more
exclusive developments. As a
result, representatives of larger
business buy real property

There are no refugees from Muslim
and African countries

Considerable high
waves

Higher building density

MAINLAND GREECE

More cities and thus more
high-rise buildings. In
particular, in March 2019
in Athens construction of
group of towers, 2 of which
will be situated on the
beach, is planned
(Hellinikon Project)

Much more Slavs
Chinese investors also draw
special attention to purchase
of real estates in mainland
Greece. They invest heavily in
purchase of apartments

There are facts of illegal migration

NB! Greece starts with Crete. It was in Crete where the first three -story palaces of Hellas with aqueducts, sewages and water po ols were constructed
3 500 years ago.
Crete is also the safest, the richest and the most fertile region in Greece.
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Since 2013 Greece has a Golden visa program according to which foreign investor
has a right to get a residence permit for 5 years when buying realty to the amount of
more than 250 000 euro.
Procedure of getting Greek Golden visa is very simple and transparent: investor has
to buy real estate and allow about 2 hours of time to visit authorized migration
authority in Greece (personal attendance is obligatory).
Together with investor, members of his/her family (spouse, children of minority age,
parents) have a right to residence permit.

RESIDENCE PERMIT ALLOWS TO:
 Spend unlimited number of days in the territory of Greece, travel around Europe
freely
 Register Greek license plate for a mean of transport (a car, a yacht etc.)
 Have access to Greek education and health services
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Minimum cost of golden visa, (€,thousand)
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Property investments
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A lot of Europeans choose Crete as location for their house beside the sea for the following reasons:

Unique nature of the island

Sea

More than 3 000 caves, 50 bays, 20
lakes.
35% of the territory is covered with the
woods part of which are unique olive,
citrus, fruit and eucalyptus groves. It is
here where wild orchid grows in vivo.

105 beaches with the Blue Flag
award.
Beaches are protected by the
bays which allow even small
children to swim in windy
weather.

Perfect air communication with
the EU and CIS countries
There are 3 airports in Crete:
international ones in Heraclion
(Nikos Kazantzakis) and Chania
(Ioannis Daskalogiannis) and a
local one in Sitia.

The safest seaside resort in Europe
Crime rate is 0.06%.
The Greek say that it’s just absent and
tourists easy leave their belongings in
the cars with open windows.
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Mediterranean climate of the island is considered to be the mildest and the healthiest in Europe, and as a result stay in Crete is healing, it is a natural climatotherapy
acknowledged by the doctors. Holidays in Crete are recommended to asthmatics and allergy patients. And it’s hard to find a better place for meteo-sensitive people, as air
pressure in Crete is almost always stable, there are just no sharp shifts of pressure.
For this reason, not only hotels and private villas, but also senior centres (centres for living and rehabilitation of European and North American senior citizens) grow rapidly in
Crete. In general, it’s possible to take a holiday in Crete all the year round.
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Mediterranean cuisine of Greece is one of the healthiest and the most wholesome in the world. A lot of fresh vegetables, olive oil, pickled
cheeses and wholegrain bread are used in traditional Greek cuisine, and fish rich in omega-3 fatty acids is always on the table instead of red
meat.
In cafes and restaurants of Crete seafood of only morning haul from the open sea – natural habitat – is served.
Thanks to the therapeutic climate and healthy food average life expectancy in Greece amounts to 80 years.
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The prime-minister of Greece Alexis Tsipras, who promised to put on a tie only
after debt problem of Greece will be solved, came to the meeting with Greek
political actors in wine red tie after negotiation with the creditors on 22 June
2018 and said: “Betting conditions shall be fulfilled. I feel a little bit
uncomfortable, but I’ll get used to it”.

In 2017 Greece’s primary budget surplus of 3.7% of GDP (which amounts to 5.93 bln euro) was reached, and GDP increased by 1.4% according
to report of the Council of Financial Analysts (SOE) of the Ministry of Finance of Greece, which is also confirmed by data of the European Central
Bank.
All three rating agencies upgraded credit score of the country: S&P and Fitch – by 1 grade, Mody’s – by 2 grades. They also made positive
forecast for 2018 with GDP growth of 2%.
In 2017 volume of private deposits increased by 5.73 bln euro, which led to reduction of banks dependence on Emergency Liquidity Assistance
Program (ELA), provided by the European Central Bank, and loosening of control over the capital flow. As a comparison, in August 2015 total
amount of ELA exceeded 90 bln euro, at present it reduced by 5 times and amounts to 16.6 bln euro.
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According to report of the European Central Bank:

15,7%

6,9%
4,9%
3,7%

GROSS INVESTMENT:

in Greece

in Eurozone

EXPORT:

in Eurozone

in Greece
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Real estate prices in Spain, Italy, Portugal are back to the pre-crisis level long
time ago. In Greece such leap will take place in the coming years, that’s why
IT’S A RIGHT TIME TO BUY. And the reasons are as follows:
 In 2017 demand of foreign investors for real estate in Greece increased by
86% (data of the Bank of Greece).
 Capital flow to hospitality sector is recorded: international hotel chain
Wyndham has opened its new Greek hotel Dolce Attica Riviera, and premium
hotel chain Four Seasons is going to open a hotel Four Seasons Astir Palace
Athens in the beginning of 2019.
 According to statistics of information portal AirDNA (which aggregates and
analyses information of AirBnb short term rental service), number of orders for
accommodation renting in Athens increased by 66% per year in a period
from 2010 and to the present day. It’s a very high result in comparison with
Paris (annual average growth of 30%), Berlin (40%) and Barcelona (40%).
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+
Prices for real estate in Greece
will increase by 22% by the year
2020. Growth of GDP (by 0.4%
per year) and increase of tourist
flow by 40% by the year 2020 will
contribute to it.

Experts of Financial Times
recommend investing in hotel
and rental realty of Greece too.

Number of construction projects
in Greek capital skyrocketed.

(data of annual report on trends in the area of European real estate
Emerging Trends in European Real Estate for 2018):

Investors to premium resort real estate of Greece will “have to queue”
soon, as demand for it begins to be rather high. Anyone interested in
investment in Greece at the moment shall consider hospitality sector
as the best one with regard to profit.
EU analysts
Greek real estate market will be back to its peak condition in 4-7 years. It
may cause growth of prices from 60% to 80% of current level.
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In 2017 Greece ranked 4th in terms of popularity of queries among the foreign
property buyers according to index TOP Hotspot TheMoveChannel.com (№1
internet portal worldwide where the largest listing of real estate items for purchase
and investments is placed).

According to GOBankingRates data Greece ranked 15th in TOP 25 best countries for
investments in residential property in 2018.

The IMF experts ranked Greek capital 13th out of the 42 largest cities in the world in terms
of growth of prices for residential property in the report “Global Financial Stability Report
April 2018 - A Bumpy Road Ahead”.
According to www.ekathimerini.com data indices of real estate market
emphasize more attractive investment opportunities of Greece in comparison with
other countries.
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Development of tourism industry of Greece is caused by the fact that the state channels strategic investments to the area of tourism and tourist
infrastructure and mitigates legislation regulating activities of foreign investors. One of examples is non-refundable grants of up to 60% for
construction and reconstruction on the ESPA program.
The country created the most comfortable conditions for investment and purchase of real estate by the foreigners.
As the result of synergy of efforts of the state, business and banking sector year by year Greece set records of popularity among the tourists:

30,1

25

23,6

2016

2015
m l n

o f

2017

According to data of the Central Bank of Greece, September 2017
became record-breaking for Greek tourism industry. In particular,
number of newly arrived tourists-nonresidents and amount of revenues
related to them increased by 11.8% and 15.5% at an annual rate,
correspondingly.
By the beginning of the year 2018 national average share of tourism in
the GDP of Greece amounted to 20%, while on certain islands it is even
100%. Share of tourism in the GDP of Crete amounts to 50% during the
last 5 years which demonstrates good business differentiation.

t o u r i s t s
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Tourist infrastructure of Crete is better than the one in other
islands. Crete is also considered to be one of the most popular
European resorts. It is the richest region of Greece with the
longest season and possibility to have the all-year holidays. It
caused the fact that 30% of foreign tourists coming to Greece
take a holiday in Crete.

КРИТ

For example, over a period of January-March 2018 (which is
considered to be a low season) a huge increase of tourist flow
was registered – the island was visited by 50 000 tourists, and it is
800% more from the same period last year).
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Link “tourism – real estate – construction” became the most secure one for
foreign investor in Crete.

According to data of the rating agency Algean, Greek market of villas is
the most attractive market of the Mediterranean region offering the highest
rates of return in comparison with the direct competitors.
Residential property in Greece has rate of return of about 5-6%, offices 7%, hotels – 9%, which is the highest rates in Europe.
According to data of Department on private investments of the Ministry of economy, development and tourism
of Greece.

These are generalized figures for the whole of Greece, including its
mainland part which is less profitable.
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With efficient realty management Crete with its popularity among the elite
foreign tourists provides much higher rental rates for premium
accommodations of about 10-12%.
Currently many foreign businessmen readily replace Greek hotel rest with
privacy at a VIP villa renting it for a few months for a price of 550 – 700 euro
per day.
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Investment in real estate of Crete is not just a method to hold capital and
make money off renting out real properties, but also a way to capital gain at
the level of at least 20-30%.
The EU analysts forecast growth of prices for Greek realty by 60-80% over
the longer term of 4-7 years. Trading Economics expects growth of prices by
22% by the year of 2020.
Ioannis Askitoglou, general director of Assent Synergies Consulting, also
agrees with such estimations:

As to capital gain, I won’t be surprised if in 5 years you double your
initial investments just because of the price growth.
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Region of Chania is included in TOP 10 most attractive directions for
investments in residential property among the Mediterranean resorts. Chania
is also called a pearl of Crete.
The western part of Crete where Chania is located is the most verdant region
in the map of the island.
Region of Chania is also interesting with regard to its air connection with
Europe. The way from resort communities of Chania to the international
airport “Ioannis Daskalogiannis” takes just 20-30 minutes. Chania airport is a
hub airport for Aegean Airlines and Ryanair.

Ханья
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THE PRICE OF VIP VILLA:

located on its own land plot
with 3-5 bedrooms
with the area from 250 sq. m
is calculated on the basis of average price of

3 300 €/sq. m
When investing at a stage of construction, price of
1 sq. m may be optimized to

2 500 – 3 000 euro
Similar real estate in

Sardinia will cost 7 000 €/ sq.m
Malta – 7 000 €/ sq.m
Te n e r i f e – 4 7 0 0 € / s q . m .
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Buying a villa, you get a comfort which was created for you by 150 persons. The price of
villa includes:
V I L L A

I N T E R I O R

A R R A N G E M E N T

 Villa is being sold with a modern renovation: the walls are painted, nonslip tiles are on the
floor, bathrooms and lavatories are faced with the tiles of high quality, sanitary ware,
wash basins and toilet bowls are installed
 Home appliances are installed (refrigerator, stove hood, cooking surface, oven,
dishwasher, air conditioners (all appliances are by famous brands)
 Inox stair railing
 Built-in closets in each bedroom
 Aluminum windows (double glazing)
 Bee-keeper's nets, electric shutters
 Satellite TV, alarm system and outdoor surveillance cameras
U T I L I T I E S

 Autonomous diesel heating
 System of solar cell panels and electric system of water heating
 Water and drainage system

24

L A N D

 Together with the villa the purchaser obtains ownership of a land plot with the area of at least 40
hundred square meters
Q U A L I T Y

O F

B U I L D I N G

 Reasonable location of villa providing the best ventilation and admission of sunlight
 Strengthened framings (high quality concrete, qualitative steel (S 500s)
 Systems of waterproofing layer and thermal isolation approved by the КЕNАК (Greek organization
on regulation for energy efficiency of buildings)
E X T E R N A L









D E S I G N

O F

V I L L A

Seaview
Pool
Illumination of the territory and pool
Central gates with remote control
Landscape design and shade gardening
Barbeque zone (shed, oven, sink with water supply)
Stone fence around the perimeter of the land plot
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Villas offered for purchase (as well as the fences around the perimeter of the land plot) are built of the unique white stone which development
company KYRIAKIDIS quarries at its own production in small town Vryses (municipality of Apokoronas, Crete). Each stone is crafted manually by
experienced craftsman. As a result, if you look closer at the villa’s walls, you’ll see authentic pattern on each stone.
This construction material is unique in its beauty, has a wide range of colours and tones, outstands with its durability and resistance to any
weather. Façade of your villa will never require painting, renovation or repair.
Old streets of Chania are made right of the white stone. Many constructions are over 600 years old and in a fine state of preservation. It is the
best demonstration of quality of the stone which is quarried in Crete and the warranty period of five hundred years.
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DEVELOPMENT COMPANY KYRIAKIDIS IS:
 Operation since 1994
 More than 20 years of work in a complex geologic environment
 150 professional employees
 130 constructed VIP villas, apart-hotels and hotels
 Prosperous Crete thanks to numerous kindergartens, sporting complexes, stadiums, town halls,
buildings of social and public services, parks and playgrounds constructed by the KYRIAKIDIS
company
 Kilometers of perfect roads of western Crete cleared and coated with asphalt by the experts of
KYRIAKIDIS company
 Works on reconstruction and refurbishment of great architectural monuments of Greece and
spiritual constructions (churches, chapels and monasteries)
 Accredited contractor of the Greek state
ACTIVITIES OF THE KYRIAKIDIS COMPANY IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING MOST IMPORTANT
PRINCIPLES:
 The highest quality
Villas are built of the high quality white stone; materials, appliances, furniture by reliable European
manufacturers are used; working experience of each employee of the company exceeds 10 years;
projects and designs of villas are developed by the best designers in accordance with the user friendly
principle etc.
 Environmental friendliness
Each villa is equipped with the solar cell panels; water in the pools is cleared with the use of the most
advanced ecological cleaners; perennial plants (for example, olive woods which are more than 10
years old) are preserved on the land plots to the extent possible etc.
 All works are executed and services are rendered within strictly agreed time frames

In 2018 project of the five-star hotel CROWN ROYAL RESORT & SPA,
developed on request of the KYRIAKIDIS company which will also act as a
hotel project owner, was awarded with the Gold Award in category “The best
architectural design of the Greek hotel” in competition Greek Hospitality
Awards 2018. The hotel will be located in district of Kavros, Chania. CROWN
ROYAL RESORT & SPA will have 414 rooms, 12 restaurants and bars, 58
outdoor pools, fitness centre, SPA-zone, 5 conference halls, helicopter
landing site.
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Recovery of Samaria Gorge – the national park of Greece
Samaria Gorge is called the longest (among the equipped) European canyon. It is a grand natural monument of over 1 mln years old. Here, in 2001, development company KYRIAKIDIS
constructed 2 stone houses for guards of the reserve, historical museum in the gorge, stone museum in the neighbouring village Agia Roumeli, paved many roads and paths with the stone,
renovated existing stone constructions of historical notability.

Construction and restoration works on the Holy Mount Athos
Currently development company KYRIAKIDIS fulfills the works on restoration and construction of additional cells, side chambers and churches in one of the orthodox monasteries on the Holy
Mount Athos. Credence given by the monks of the orthodox church named after the Holy Cross was a high privilege for the company. It will be renovated and constructed according to initial project
of the monastery built in XVIII century.
Construction and restoration works on Gramvousa island in the Balos lagoon
The Balos lagoon is one of the most popular and recognizable places of Crete. In this lagoon Gramvousa island known as a pirate island where remains of historical Venetian fort were preserved
is located. This place is not only a place of tourist interest, but also of an architectural one. KYRIAKIDIS company constructed 3 stone houses for archeologists and guards of the island, executed
partial reconstruction of historical stone castle and paved stone road to the castle. Besides, earth works, descent and improvement of the road to the Balos lagoon as well as construction of 2
subsidiary buildings for guarding staff of the lagoon were organized.

Social construction on Gavdos island
The island was almost deserted, there was practically no infrastructure. According to official statistics about 50 persons inhabit the island. However, this place is a popular tourist destination for
Greek bohemians and European free campers. Development company KYRIAKIDIS has built a grammar school, stone amphitheater and a lighthouse there, fulfilled creation of living environment
and paved the road (about 7 km), as well as improved the berth of the island. These works were carried out in the period from 2000 to 2004.

KYRIAKIDIS company implements many social projects upon an initiative and personal support of its founder and general director Mr Thomas Kyriakidis (businessman,
patron of the arts, millionaire).
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When purchasing real estate and in the process of managing it investor’s task is just to choose
construction design or investment object, all other issues will be solved by the highly qualified
experts.
150 persons work every day to make the process of choice, purchase and maintenance of
real estate as well as making a profit therefrom comfortable and easy for you.
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Choice of
investment object
• Provision of full and comprehensive
information on object (pictures, video, status
of repair/construction works, calculation of
financial potential of object etc.)
• Demonstration of realty and its location
(complete support of investor in Crete)

Preparation to
investment activities
• Opening of banking account in a well-respected
bank in Crete, activation of internet-banking
• Complete support of money flow under the deal
including assistance in depositing money on
account in the Greek bank
• Getting Greek tax number for purchaser

All services mentioned above
included in the price of villa!

(except

the

Finishing and furnishing
of the realty

Purchase
• Preparation of documents for deal-making
• Translation of documents drafts into Russian and
provision them to the client for review
• Assistance in making contract at notary officer
• Translation of engrossments into Russian, apostilling
and transferring them to the customer
• Execution of documents proving full settlement and
transaction completion

cost

of

goods

chosen

by

• Landscape design and shade gardening
• Development of interior and exterior design with
due consideration of customer’s wishes
• After approval of design-project:
– Purchase of furniture (including garden and
porch one), textile (curtains, bathrobes,
bedclothing, towels etc.), home appliances,
kitchen ware, décor and all other things
needed for 100% readiness of villa for living
– Installation of furniture, home appliances and
equipment

the

client)

are

already
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Maintenance of real
estate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducting of overall and routine cleaning
Laundry, dry-cleaning
Pool cleaning
Gardener services
Preparation of villa to reception of the guests
Food delivery from restaurant to villa directly
Any other services at customer’s request

Renting of real estate

• Execution of pictures and videos of the villa
• Preparation of advertising texts and their
placement on tourist resources (Booking,
Trivago, TripAdvisor, Airbnb etc.), promotion of
information through travel agencies
• Cooperation with renters
• Running advertising campaigns to promote the
realty and to increase its attractiveness

Obtaining residence
permit for investor and
his/her family
• Preparation of the full set of documents
and assistance in the process of residence
permit obtainment (investor shall only
issue a power of attorney and allow 2
hours of time to visit authorized migration
authority in Crete)

Consulting and legal
support
• Analysis, planning and optimization of
customer’s financial flow
• Assistance in legalization of customer’s
funds
• Legal formalization of funds origin
• Financial planning and operations
structuring

You’ll come to villa where even vase is at its place!
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Dmitry Alexandrov, a famous Ukrainian businessman, owner of the group of
companies, a millionaire and a founder of unique business projects:

• Is a founder of international law company ALEXANDROV&PARTNERS, operating since 2002
and recognized with multiple awards for its achievements (in particular,
ALEXANDROV&PARTNERS was recognized as the best company for agribusiness in Ukraine
twice).
• Since 2010 he is in the top 100 best lawyers of Ukraine every year.
• A leader of the “Land law and regulation of real estate development” practice in Ukraine in 2019
according to research of the international rating agency The Best Lawyers.
• One of the best lawyers in “Construction”, “Land law and regulation of real estate development”
(in 2017, 2018 and 2019) and “Landed estate” (in 2019) practices according to research of The
Best Lawyers.
• A prize winner of four awards “Lawyer of the year”.
• In 2016 and 2017 international guidebook Legal 500 EMEA acknowledged him as one of the
best lawyers of Ukraine in the areas of corporate law and М&А
Over 20 years of practice, Dmitry Alexandrov has conducted more than 1000 successful land
and real estate transactions and shared his experience in 10 books, more than 500
publications and 100 public appearances. Dmitry also was the author of more than 10 legislative
drafts.
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Dmitry was a founder (co-founder) and/or investor of number of projects:

Construction project Liepziedi in
Riga

Export company “BeBuzzz”

МаксМойка
МаксРыбалка
Network of service and trade
business under the brand “Max

Pionerskiy Kvartal (construction of
more than 120 000 sq. m of
residential and commercial space)

КРИПТОВАЛЮТА

Environmental projects (in particular,
waste recycling plant in Sevastopol;
the most ambitious innovative waterpurifying project in Ukraine with
capacity of 6 000 cubic meters per
day etc.)

Portfolio investor in crypto
currencies
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